
 

Tasmanian Irrigation / Irrigator Representative Committee Meeting:  

Kindred North Motton Irrigation District 

Minutes 

Date: 27 June 2019 at 2 pm 

Location: Harvest Moon meeting room 

Attendees: Andrew Kneebone, Fiona Buckingham, Simone Reynolds, Troy Wells, Anna Graham, Bill 
Whinnett, Peter Clarke, James Hipwood, Neil Armstrong, Neil Johnson, Max McKenna 

Apologies: Tony Badcock, Shane Langmaid 

 

1. Previous meeting minutes accepted. 

2. Previous meeting actions: 

 TI to provide a copy of the scheme map when minutes are circulated  

Circulated with minutes  

 TI to clarify the treatment of peak/off peak charges for all irrigators 

Historically, usage charges issued with all Type 1 entitlement usage charged at off peak rate 
and Type 2 entitlements charged at peak rate regardless of pumping costs incurred. 
Suggestion received last year that everyone should be charged off-peak rate until pumping is 
required, and then the Type 2 entitlements would be charged the peak rates. TI advised there 
is no barrier to this occurring.   

Initial purchasers (Type 1) were guaranteed off peak but new purchasers are being charged 
only peak rate at this stage.  IRC supportive of only charging peak rates if peak pumping if it 
is required to recover the costs incurred.  IRC agreed future entitlement sales not as 
attractive if they are only to be charged peak rates.  

ACTION: TI to only charge peak rates when peak pumping costs are incurred 

 TI to include number of irrigators using water, and number of open outlets on the scheme 
summary 

Done 

 TI to investigate options around a potential shoulder pump or balance tank which can 
improve efficiencies at low flows. Options include how to fund the works (potentially from 
ARL).  It was noted that there was a provision in the 18/19 budget for this shoulder pump 
installation 

Progressed – full report later in the meeting  

 TI to provide a breakdown of all Asset Renewal fund movements  

This can be provided on request, back to the start of the scheme. 

 TI to provide more information about the application of the Energy Rebate and the impact 
on the variable charges 
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Energy Rebate applied to the wholesale price paid by the retailer (Aurora), which then flowed 
through to TI. Small benefits for schemes. Retail prices negotiated by TI for 2019-20 are more 
beneficial than the rebate price. 

 TI to confirm final budget including fixed and variable pricing, and a breakdown of all Asset 
Renewal Fund movements  

Done 

 TI to reduce the contingency and recalculate the Annual Fixed Charges rate 

Done 

 TI to investigate a discount in the ARL, ensuring that the Asset Renewal Fund balance does 
not diminish in 2018/19 (all budgeted activities must be recovered) 

Done 

 Attach a copy of the by-laws to the minutes when circulated 

Done  

 TI to review pricing options for water delivered outside of the irrigation season 

Pricing principles include recovery of the variable costs of delivery outside of the season 
(electricity) as well as a contribution to the fixed costs of the scheme. Any over-recovery of 
cost is taken into account for following year pricing determination. 

 TI to investigate the actual physical capacities in the trading zones to determine whether any 
additional water could be delivered in areas of high demand  

Inter zone transfers are assessed on case by case basis against the hydraulic model, but 
irrigators need to adhere to flowrates  

 

3. Scheme summary: 

Key notes:  

 Season ran for around 190 days and ran smoothly  

 Compliance activities up to date with nothing to report  

 Rare plant in Sprent Dam found by Environment team, potentially going to be protected.  
Found because dam level was down.  

 1,016 ML delivered 

 New outlet installed, and a few other enquiries for new outlets. Installation cost 
recovered from landholders.  

 Some water entitlement purchases made by existing irrigators adding to their 
entitlements   

 IRC acknowledge flexibility with season dates has been a good outcome for the scheme 
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 General Availability a good option for access to water outside of the season, IRC noted it 
is quite expensive. 

 Need 3 weeks notice to open a season as must publish season dates within specific 
timeframes. IRC need to communicate with TI re start dates as soon as possible. 

 Scheme utilisation - 70% of outlets utilised but only 58% of total customers are using 
their entitlements 

 Sale of remaining water will benefit scheme, IRC noted that the unsold water is not not 
available where demand is. TI to review the hydraulic model to confirm whether any 
delivery rights can be moved into areas of high demand.  

ACTION: TI to review hydraulic model to confirm whether any delivery rights can be 
moved into areas of high demand. 

 Sassafras potential for augmentation was discussed. Noted that the design was very 
close to the demand at the detailed design phase of development. Also flow rate 
compliance is important to ensure flexibility.  

4. Financial information (to May 2019): 

KEY NOTES 

 Scheme under recovering, appears to be mainly due to fixed costs rather than variable. 

 Prior year adjustment of $28,000 due to incorrect allocation. This impacts the variable 
revenue, which was under-stated in 2017-18 and is therefore over-stated in 2018-19. 
Even once you remove this adjustment, the scheme under recovers the variable costs by 
around $10,000 over the year. 

 TI recommends to leave the variable pricing for this year on the basis that there were 
some maintenance activities during the year which probably impacted the variable 
recovery. This will need to be reviewed again next year. 

 Admin overheads explained. Newly commissioned schemes (Duck, North Esk, Swan) only 
made a part-year contribution to overheads, as not a full season.  These schemes will 
make a full contribution in future.   

 Additional government funding assumption not received which impacted the admin 
overheads. Also, issues with executive/finance staffing movements and loss of financial 
team resulted in need to bring in external consultants and support. Operations business 
contributes 25% to the admin overheads, with the rest met by the Build business. 

 Operations overheads: budgeted salary amounts not sufficient for operations staff – GM 
Operations and Asset Management staff not employed/covered in an attempt to reduce 
overheads during the year. 

 Organisational restructure pending and different management structure will hopefully 
spread costs more efficiently.  

 Balance tank installation to be funded from the scheme Asset Renewal Levy. 
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 Telemetry working well. Changes made last year has improved accessibility for operator.  

 

5. 2019-20 budgets and draft water pricing: 

KEY NOTES:  

 Dam safety – is a compliance requirement, with dam surveillance determined by 
guidelines. 

 Water purchases are still in the budget, despite not needing to purchase water in the 
scheme to date. This is offset by the under-recovery of electricity costs in the variable 
charge rate.  

ACTION: Review Annual Variable Charges to reflect actual electricity cost / water 
purchase cost incurred in the scheme. 

 Asset renewal expenditure is offset by releases of income from the Asset Renewal Levy 
fund, and so doesn’t impact bottom line.  

 Enquiry from IRC re land tax & rates exemption. Advice to date is that this is not likely to 
return great benefits to the scheme, however is being investigated by TI.  

 Unsold water never indexed. $1390 is a minimum but need to look at increasing pricing 
in line with indexing.  Any water sold goes directly to the scheme so if can sell will offset 
the debt.  Any augmentation etc would need to be funded by the scheme. Andrew 
mentioned potential funding source available but scheme would need to repay the cost 
of the debt.  

ACTION: TI to investigate potential land tax and rates exemptions for schemes. 

 Decrease in peak and off peak pumping reflecting reduction in electricity pricing  

 IRC ask to change ARL discount to $15 rather than proposed $10 discount. TI 
recommends waiting for the asset management plan to be finalised to ensure a full 
overview of ARL costs and replacement costs over the life of the scheme. 

 Once end of financial year closed, can review pricing further against the actual working 
capital balance. 

ACTION: Review discount for ARL to determine whether this can be increased to $15 
rather than $10. Confirm whether funded from ARL or working capital. 

 

6. Draft Irrigator Representative Committee Charter: 

 General document defining roles and responsibilities for committees.  IRC to review and 
provide comments. 

 IRC requested an updated list of current irrigators in the scheme. 

ACTION: TI to send updated list of current irrigators to IRC 
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7. Balance Tank update 

 Location of balance tank to be confirmed.  Expensive fix but cheaper than pump and will 
decrease operating cost at times of low flows.   

 Currently in planning process with council. Existing pipe has been sourced from a southern 
scheme.  Will pump into balance tank so pumps don’t have to keep up with variable flow.  
This approach will reduce wear and tear on pumps.   

 TI hopes to have installed before next season.  This will be paid for out of ARL and is expected 
to provide a benefit to the scheme. 

8. Forth Pump Station update 

 Forth Pump Station has 3 submersible pumps, with pump 3 damaged by silt. The $20,000 
repair is to be  split between Capari and TI.   

 Prior to re-installation, need to remove silt in the well once the river levels recede. Need to 
monitor regularly.  TI intend to install plate to reduce silt intake.   

 Feedback provided to development team to consider the design flaw for future schemes.  

 Electrical team to look at easier way to disconnect/reconnect the pump in future.  

9. Other business: 

 Irrigation season dates: need to advise TI around 3 weeks in advance as dates need to be 
advertised in accordance with scheme by-laws.  

 Purchaser interest in zones where not available: Interested purchasers can put in an offer 
which TI will check against the hydraulic model on a case-by-case basis. Potential purchasers 
can register an expression of interest which will assist in gauging the level of interest in these 
zones.  

 IRC thanked the scheme operators for their work throughout the year. 

 

10. TRANCHE 3 Update  

 Funding requested with 10 schemes under investigation.  Don, Fingal, Northern Midlands 
progressing to feasibility with committees formed already. SWIS Augmentation and 
Tamar are also in Phase 1, to be progressed in the initial round. Interest has increased 
since initial EOI. 

 TI is reviewing construction contract structure for future development.  

 Southern Midlands and SEIS augmentation to be progressed in Phase 2 of the tranche. 

 


